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Response to Defra on data errors encountered whilst carrying out the Confidence
Assessments on Tranche 1 sites for MB0116
Introduction
In the process of using data provided by the Regional MCZ Projects and the SNCBs to the
MB0116 the project team came across a number of instances in which errors were apparent in the
datasets, these included duplicate data, projection errors, inappropriate use of polygon data, lack
of clear definition of the feature, lack of original attribute information and incorrect use of subtidal
photographs. Each of these is described in more detail below with examples where appropriate.
Duplicate data
The duplication of the same data points in different data sets was apparent in many instances,
where whole data sets could be removed due to duplication; they were at the start of the data
analysis process. If only part of the data were duplicates (as is seen in Marine Recorder data sets)
then the data were included throughout the data analysis and removed during the confidence
assessment stage (this was detailed in the evidence review spreadsheets). An example of
duplicate data can be seen within FS14 (Poole Rocks) for Couch’s goby, MB0116 had three files
all with data relating to this feature: SeaSearch data, Marine Recorder data from MarLIN and
Dorset SeaSearch data from FS regional project, during the confidence assessment it was clear
(by checking attribute data and spatial overlap) that all three data sets were showing the same
sample point. The SNCBs gained higher confidence scores for this feature using the same data;
therefore it has been assumed that these duplicate data were considered differently.
Projection errors
As data were collected from many different sources and had previously gone through different
processing techniques it was obvious that some data sets had gained projection errors. All data
were converted into one data projection within the MB0116 project during which projection errors
became obvious where duplicate data could be identified. An example can be seen in rMCZ BS16
(Kingmere). Data which came from BS regional project for BSH was in one merged file, these data
contained legacy information i.e. survey names and dates therefore was included within the
MB0116 project. Upon converting the data and adding it to the geodatabase, it was discovered that
some of the data were duplicate information and this had an error within the projection of the data,
Figure 1 shows the points at the top boundary of the rMCZ from the BS data (circles) and from
MB0116 data points (stars). The offset of the points is uniform between the data sets and the
attribute information is very similar for both data point layers, a conclusion was drawn that the
points represented the same data however an error in projection transformation occurred within the
merged BSH habitat data set from BS. The knock on effect of projection errors is not only the
double counting of data points but also the inclusion or exclusion of data points within rMCZ
boundaries due to it been projected slightly offset from its original point.

Figure 1. Shows the offset of wrongly projected data points from BS within Kingmere rMCZ against
the same sample data points represented within MB0116 data sets.
Incorrect use of subtidal photographs
MB0116 included subtidal photographs which were supplied via Natural England and collected by
their local advisors, however a different methodology was used to include these photographs within
the confidence assessments. The SNCBs gave a high weighting to these collected photographs
and in some instances (within the Isles of Scilly) the feature achieved a high score mainly by visual
confirmation using these photographs. As the photographs were taken by divers and related to a
specific point, MB0116 considered them as another data point for that specific feature within the
rMCZ. The justification for this approach was that any data received from SeaSearch and other
subtidal surveys are likely to have been collected in the same way, therefore within MB0116 we
could not apply a higher weighting to a photograph because it specifically came from a NE local
advisor.
MB0116 aimed to gather all available evidence to provide confidence in features within the rMCZs,
however on quality checking data which arrived from the regional projects it become obvious that
some of the data could not be used due to quality issues. The issues listed below relate to regional
project data which was not used within the MB0116 project.
Inappropriate use of polygon data

Figure 2. Plates A & B show the conversion of point to polygons for Sabellaria alveolata data.
Plate A displays the original point with the polygon buffer. Plate B displays the original point with
the merged polygon data.
Within the Balanced Seas Regional Project data an anomaly with Sabellaria alveolata data was
found. Point data for this feature were found within an Environment Agency folder of the BS data,
this also had a polygon file relating to the same data but as a buffer around the points (plate A).
These polygon data were then added to the merged HOCI data set which BS created. At the time
of merging the data a projection error occurred and two copies of the buffer were added to the
merged data set (Plate B). If the SNCBs used this merged data set they would have been using
polygons which were in fact point data and should have been used as such, but will also have been
using a duplicate polygon which is slightly offset due to a projection error. The Sabellaria alveolata
data set only related to 3 data points but it highlights the uncertainty of using the regional project
merged data sets which had no attribute information to link back to the original files. These specific
data points occur within rMCZ BS11.4 (Folkestone Pomerania).
Lack of definition of the feature and original attribute information
The regional project data was delivered as shapefiles which were stored in a folder hierarchy. On
some occasions the shapefiles lacked any information to define the feature they related to, except
within the folder name. An example is within Irish Sea Conservation Zones regional project data
where there was a folder called “mud” the three shapefiles within this folder had no attribute
information saying which feature these points related too. These files did contain metadata which
referenced the survey from which the data were collected. If these data had been moved into
another folder they would have lost any information defining the feature. These data were only
used after consideration of bathymetric data to define the feature as “Mud habitats in deep water”.
The SNCBs followed the same path of analysis and supplied MB0116 with the bathymetric data.
However this example highlights a lack of data management within the regional project data as the
specific feature which data related too was lacking in some data sets. As these data once again
could have been added to the merged data sets created by the Regional MCZ Projects and if the
SNCBs used these merged data it would be impossible to track to the original data source and
ascertain if the data were duplicate data or understand the quality of the supplied information.

